There is no tool for development more effective than the empowerment of women.

— Kofi Annan
Councils

NWIR has national reach and is working with leading roofing contractor associations, roof consultants, manufacturers and distributors. NWIR Councils, located throughout the country and centered around a city, region, or state, are critical links to these groups and to the NWIR leadership. We encourage you to start a Council in your area. You will receive full support from the national leadership, and you will be taking an important step in advancing your career and the careers of your roofing colleagues.

Councils serve as a venue for members to connect regularly to exchange ideas, attend educational events, and develop relationships to advance women within the roofing profession. Councils regularly interact in a community setting to provide activities that directly impact the future of women in roofing. Most importantly, Councils are aware of and sensitive to the unique needs of their members and the communities where they work. For these reasons, Councils are an important grass-roots link to all women roofing professionals.

More information on the details of how to establish a Council is on the NWIR website.

Goals

NWIR is guided by a strong framework of bylaws, processes and procedures that are designed to ensure implementation of the following goals:

Mentoring
Mentor and empower women in the roofing industry to achieve excellence in their chosen careers.

Education
Create high-quality learning programs and experiences for men and women to build successful businesses and careers in roofing.

Networking
Provide opportunities to interact with women in the roofing industry, creating strong, long-lasting and supportive networks.

Recruiting
Reach beyond traditional recruitment strategies to attract and hire women who will bring diverse backgrounds, talents and experiences to the roofing industry.

Membership

We invite you to join us and take an important step in advancing your career in roofing. Your membership will give you access to:

- Mentoring from seasoned roofing professionals and industry leaders who will help guide you in important career decisions, and help you solve workplace challenges.
- Networking sessions at industry events, with an emphasis on programs that will advance women’s career paths in roofing at every level.
- Recruitment channels that will give you access to rising stars in the roofing industry.

Above all, you will become part of a group of energized, empowered women — and the men who support their goals — who are joining together to take the roofing industry to the next level of excellence. More information on the details of how to join NWIR is on the NWIR website.

National Women in Roofing (NWIR) is a volunteer-based organization that supports and advances the careers of women roofing professionals. We provide networking, mentoring, education and recruitment opportunities from the rooftop to the boardroom, for the young professional at the start of her career to the seasoned manager in the executive suite. Through our commitment to connect and empower women in roofing, we contribute to the overall betterment and professionalism of the roofing industry.